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It is shown that due to the appearance of new bands in the quasienergy spectrum of an electron in
teracting with a classical electromagnetic wave and a homogeneous magnetic field, the production of 
an electron-positron pair by a photon in the field is possible for w' « 2m ( w' is the frequency of the 
photon producing the pair and m is the electron mass) in the absence of real absorption of external
field quanta. Realignment of the quasienergy spectrum of an electron in the external field is analogous 
to the Lamb level shift in the hydrogen atom. It is a consequence of virtual multiquantum processes 
involving absorption of a certain number of external-field quanta by the electron and simultaneous 
return of the same number of quanta to the field. The pair-production probability is calculated for 
two extreme cases corresponding to two different mechanisms of pair production. In one case pairs 
are formed as a result of true absorption of a number of quanta from the electromagnetic wave suf
ficient for overcoming the energy barrier between the electron and positron states. In the second 
case pair production occurs as a result of the appearance of new bands in the electron quasienergy 
spectrum 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WE consider in this paper the generation of an elec
tron-positron pair by a photon in a homogeneous mag
netic field of intensity H and in the classical field of a 
monochromatic planar-polarized electromagnetic wave 
propagating along H (these fields will henceforth be 
called briefly the external field). The interaction of the 
particle with the external field is investigated with the 
aid of the exact solution of the Dirac equation [ 11 ; while 
the interaction with the quantized electromagnetic field 
is taken into account only in first order of perturbation 
theory. 

The external field does not produce real pair pro
duction without an additional interaction, since the 
action of such a field on the vacuum reduces effectively 
to the action of only the homogeneous magnetic field, 
which, as is well known[ 2l, does not produce pairs. 
Therefore, on the basis of the energy and momentum 
conservation laws one should expect the production of 
a pair by a photon with energy w' <2m (m-electron 
mass) to be possible only as a result of real absorp
tion of a number of quanta of the external electromag
netic field sufficient to overcome the energy barrier 
between the negativ_e- and positive-frequency states 
of the particle. An investigation shows, however, that 
such a conclusion is in error, namely: at w' < 2m 
pairs can also be produced in the absence of processes 
of real absorption of quanta of the external field. 

This effect, which was predicted by us inC 31, is ex
plained by the fact that when the particle interacts with 
the external field, new bands appear in the quasienergy 
spectrum of the particle[ 4l (see Fig. 1). These bands 
lie inside the forbidden band that separates the elec
ronic and positronic states in the absence of interac
tion. The electron and positron produced when w' 
< 2m in the absence of real multiquantum absorption 
processes are in states belonging to the indicated new 
bands. 
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The appearance of new quasienergy bands in the 
spectrum of the system is connected with virtual 
processes of absorption and emission of quanta of the 
external field, as a result of which the particle absorbs 
from the field a certain number of quanta and,returns 
simultaneously the same number of quanta to the field. 
In other words, the nature of the radical realignment 
of the quasienergy spectrum of the electron in the ex
ternal field is the same as the nature of the Lamb level 
shift in the hydrogen atom-the only difference being 
that the virtual processes are connected here with the 
external field and not with spontaneous emission. 

FIG. I. Quasienergy spectrum of an electron in the field of an elec
tromagnetic wave and a homogeneous magnetic field at fixed values of n 
and a(n-number of Landau level, a-spin variable). A, A1 and B, B1 are 
respectively the electronic and positronic branches of the spectrum. The 
dashed lines show the lower edge of the electronic energy band and the 
upper edge of the positronic energy band of the electron in the homo
geneous magnetic field in the absence of the wave field, while the dash
dot lines are asymptotes to the branches of the spectrum. 
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A detailed investigation of the quasienergy spectrum 
of the electron, in the case when the external electro
magnetic field is an arbitrary superposition of elec
tromagnetic waves with different frequencies but with 
a fixed propagation direction, is contained in[5 J. 

A calculation of the pair-production probability, 
performed by us in several particular cases, shows 
that in the absence of real multiquantum absorption, 
the process begins to have a noticeable probability only 
in a sufficiently intense electromagnetic field, when 
I; = e IE l/2m >> 1 (E-amplitude of the intensity of 
the electric component of the external field). In a weak 
field (I;« 1), the generation of a pair by a low-energy 
photon occurs mainly as a result of multiquantum ab
sorption. 

2. DERIVATION OF FORMULA FOR THE MATRIX 
ELEMENT 

The probability of production of an electron-posi
tron pair by a photon in a classical external field 
A= (Au, A) is determined by the matrix elementil 

M =- te J d'.z '1'1(.ziA)A,.,.(.z) 'l',(.ziA), 

.A,,,(z) = i.e-••·· I l'2(J)1 V, 

(1) 

where +i(Z I A) and lltf(Z I A) are the wave functions of 
the electron and positron in the external field A, 
Ak 1X( z) is the wave function of the pair-producing pho
ton with four-momentum k' = ( W 1 , k') and polarization 
four-vector ex, z = (t, r), and V is the normalization 
volume (we henceforth put V = 1). As the external
field potential we choose the four-vector (Ay( r) is an 
arbitrary function of r = t-z) 

A= (0, -By, A.('f), 0), (2) 

which describes the homogeneous field with intensity 
H, directed along the z axis, and an arbitrary electro
magnetic field propagating along the magnetic field H. 
The exact solutions of the Dirac e?uation in the field 
(2) are given by the formulas (see 1• 31) 

0 • 6 • 
X exp {-~ J d"t1R.('t') }exp {--• } "•••I 

2np 'fa 2 Po=±P oa 

(n=0,1, 00 0; a= ±1), 

( 
(m+iip)H. ) 

[gv'- i (Nv- eAu)l Hn- 2nHn-t V~ 
Upnl = (m- iip)Hn ' 

-(g.- i(N.o- eAy)] H.+ 2nHn-t V~ 

(

- (gv + i (N•- eA.)] H.+ Hn+t V~) 
(m + iip) Hn 

Ur.no-l = - [gp + i (Np- eAy)] H.+ Hn+l v~ . 
, (- m + iip)Hn (3) 

The plus and minus signs in (3) correspond to the elec
tronic and positronic states, respectively; Px and Pz 
are the momentum components; n and a are the num
ber of the Landau level and the spin index; To is an 

1lwe use in this paper a four-dimensional notation: ab = a0 b0 -a·b 
is the scalar product of the four-vectors a= (a0 , a) and b = (b0 , b); li = 
'Yoa0 -')'ll; 'Yo and 'Yare Dirac matrices ('Y+ = -y)o We use a system of 
units in which c =fl.= lo 

arbitrary constant; Hn = Hn( ~p) is the Hermite poly
nomial. The remaining notation is as follows: 

n= (1, 0, 0, 1), np= Po-p,, II= lei H. 

P•• = l'P.'+ m' + f1(2n + 1- a), 6. ~ [fly+ p, + g,] I iji, 
C, •• = 112(fl/n)''•(2"nlp,np)". R,(-r) = (N,- eA.)' -g.'-2p,g,o 

The real functions gp = gp(r) and Np = Np(r) are 
defined by the equation 

g.("t)+ iN.("t) = --t- s·d't' eA.("t1 )exp {tJ-("t- "t1)} 2np __ np 

II • II 
+ iip Ld't' eA.("t1)exp{ tii;("t-"t1

)\. ( 4 ) 

The wave functions (3) satisfy the following ortho
gonality and normalization condition (at - oo < t < + oo): 

J dr ['YK!Pz'•'•' (r, tW 'Y~~P,•• (r, t) = (2:rt)1 6(p.,- p.,') o 

0 a (p,- P.'l a ••. a ••. ajj' 
(i.i'=±; 6+-=6-+=0; 6++=11--=1)o (5) 

Substitution of the wave functions (3) into the expres
sion for the matrix element and subsequent integration 
with respect to the coordinates lead to the formula (we 
choose for the wave function of the positron, as usual, 
the electron function +P,:pzna<r, t), in which we make 
the substitutions Pct7- -PctYi Px- -Px; Pz- -pz) 

Poa-+-Poai Pz-+--p.; Pz-+-Pz) 

M 0 (2 )' c ••• cP'•··· "( + I k 1)"(- +- I -kl) =-'e :rt up, p,-. unp np-n 
l'2(J)Iji 

X j_ duxp {i"t(p, + p,1 - k.')} exp { 2ili Cll ••• ("t) -I d ••• I' }L ... [Y ••• (p1p)] ;. 

(6) 
here 

Cll < > = s· d I A < I> ( dg •• ("tl) - dg-.("1>) + N 
P'P 't' 't e V 't d·r' dT' g_p P' 

- g~.N-•- k,'(N •. + N_,)- k/(g,. + g_.), 

d ••• = d ••• (-r) = [ (g,.- g_, + k,') - i(N,.- N_•- k/)] /2l'f!o 

In formula (6), the indices p', n', and a' pertain to the 
electron, while p, n, and a pertain to the positron, with 

P•• = +iP.'+ m'+ ~(2n+i-a), p, • .' =+l'P.''+m'+fl(2n1+1-a'); 

La 1a(Yn'n(p'p) is a linear combination of the functions 
Yn'n(p'p), defined by the relation 

-yji" J dy exp {-iy(N •• - N-•- k/)} exp {-6 •. '/2} exp {-s-."/2} 

Xu, ..... eu_••• = exp {-t-(N,.- N -•- k/) (k.'- 2p, + g,. + g_,) 2, . 
-jd,.,j• }L ... [Y •.• (p'p)]o (7) 

The function Yn'n(p'p) is defined as follows: 

Y ••• (p'p) = J dTJ e-•'H •• (TJ '+ d ••• )H.(TJ- d •• ,) o (8) 

In explicit form, the expressions for La'alYn'n(p'p)J 
are given in Appendix I. We note that in formula (6) we 
have omitted a constant phase factor which arises when 
the integrals are taken in the initial matrix element. 
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We confine ourselves to the case of a monochromatic 
plane-polarized electromagnetic wave of frequency w: 

A.('r)=acosw'f, (a=const). (9) 

The functions gp(r) and Np(r) defined in (4) are written 
in this case in the form 21 

~wiip ~· 
g,('f) = -ea , ,sin w'f, N,('t) = ea , )'cos W'f, (10) 

~ -(wnp) ll -(wnp 

Introducing further the symbol 

F, •• = _ _:(ea)'w iip[,~'+(wiip')']+np'[P'+(wiip)'] 
R [~' -(wnp)'][~' -((l)np')'] 

and using the Fourier expansion 

exp { -iF, .• sin2w'f- ?ill [k.'(N,, + N-.)+ k,'[g •. + g_,)] -ld••vl'} 

L [y ( I)] 1 E -····B(•••) X CJia n•n pp = e .,,vn, 
J'2nn! 2n'n'l 

. ·--- (11) 

we obtain for the square of the matrix element the 
expression (Lx and Lz are the dimensions of the 
principal region in the directions of the axes x and z; 
a = e 2/41T) 

IMI' _ (2n)' 1 '( '+ -k') ---a. 'U Px Px x 
TL,L, Bw' p,p,'(np) (np') 

-' - - ') ~!B(_, lu( '+' k' (ea)' ' X6(np +np-nk l..J. •·•·• u p, p,-sw- '---4-w --
( np + iip' )) 

X ll' -'(wiip)1 ~·- (tonp')' (12) 

The probability (per unit time) of production of an 
electron-positron pair in a state with quantum numbers 
n'a' and na, summed over the momenta of the final 
states, is written in final form as follows: 

n,b· oo 

w a ~ r d 1 ~ I B(•'•l ,., 
n'•': "" = 16:t W' J 11 11, Uik' _ 11)• .Q •• n'n "~'-•· np':$k·-• 

0 ·-
• ( m• + ~(2n+1- al -11• + mL-f f,t2n' + 1- a')- (iilr' -11)2 

Xu 211 · 2(iik'-11) 

k ' 1 ( )' • ( 'If iik' - 11 ) ) 
- sw- z - 4 ea 00 ~· _ (oo11)' + ~·- w• (iik'- 11)' · 

(13) 

The separate terms in the sum over s in (13) describe 
the processes of absorption and emission of quanta of 
the external field Ay( r), with the terms with s > 0 
corresponding to the absorption of s quanta, and those 
with s < 0 to the emission of Is I quanta. 

3. CONSERVATION LAWS AND QUASIENERGY 
SPECTRUM 

Before we proceed to calculate the probability of 
pair production by a photon in accord with the formula 
derived in the preceding section, let us describe in 
greater detail the consequences ensuing from the en
ergy and momentum (more accurately-quasienergy 
and quasimomentum) conservation laws, which are 
contained in formulas (12) and (13). The conservation 
laws can be written in the following symmetrical form: 

2lFractions of the form (~2 -(wiip)2r' must be understood through
out in the sense of the principal value. 

Po'+ Po - w'- sw - !1 = 0, 

p,' + p,- k.'- S(J) -· /1 = 0, 

where 
1 2 ( kp kp' ) 

11 =4(ea) 00 8'-(kp)' +·W-(kp')' ' k = wii. 

(14) 

(15) 

We shall be interested henceforth exclusively in the 
case when the frequencies of the external field and of 
the pair-producing photon satisfy the conditions 

w-<m, w'-<m, (16) 

and the intensity of the homogeneous magnetic field and 
the frequency of the external field are such that 

wa-<w (wa= leiH /m). (17) 

Taking into account the relation 

iip + iip' = iik', (18) 

which follows from the conservation laws (14) and (15) 
and applying the second inequality of (16), we find that 
pair production by a photon is possible only if Tip' 
« 2m and np «2m. The last two inequalities mean 
that the produced electrons and positrons have ultra
relativistic momenta ( pz, p~ >> m) in the direction of 
wave propagation, with P1 « Pz (Pi = {3( 2n + 1 - a) is 
the square of the transverse momentum of the particle). 
At small values of the transverse momentum ( p 1 < m ), 
the longitudinal momentum of the particle is of the 
order of m2/i'ik' (at np Rlnp'). The electron and posi
tron generated by the photon thus move within a narrow 
cone with its axis along the direction of propagation of 
the wave, and with a vertex angle e Rl 2p 1 I Pz « 1. 

Equations (14) and (15) contain a characteristic 
term .6. proportional to the intensity of the electromag
netic wave and having a resonant character: as j3 - kp 
(or j3 - kp' ), this term assumes arbitrarily large 
values. The equality j3 = kp, which can be written in 
the more usual form 

w(i-v,) = leiH!e, 

(E:p =Po, Vz = Pz/E:p, I e I H/E:p is the cyclotron fre
quency of the electron), is the condition for cyclotron 
resonance of the electron in the homogeneous magnetic 
field and in the field of the electromagnetic wave 31 . We 
note that the energy and momentum conservation laws 
for the processes occurring in the field of the mono
chromatic electromagnetic wave in the absence of the 
homogeneous magnetic field also contain a term that 
depends on the wave intensity. The latter, however, 
does not have a resonant form, in contrast to the 
present problem, and reduces simply to a replacement 
of the electron mass m by the effective mass m* 
= I m 2 + y ( ea)2, This means, obviously, an increase 
in the enefgy gap separating the electronic and posi
tronic states of the particle (see the dispersion Equa
tion (21) with H = 0 ). 

The conservation laws (14) and (15) admit of the 
following two main mechanisms of pair production by 
a low-energy photon: 

a) A multiquantum process, wherein the number s 

31 Strictly speaking, this inequality is the condition for cyclotron 
resonance of a particle in a state with p1 = 0. 
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of quanta absorbed from the external field suffices to 
overcome the energy barrier between the electronic 
and positronic states; in this cases~ (pz + p~)/w 
:»1. 

b) Allowance for the term A in the conservation 
laws; this term can be positive and sufficiently large 
in magnitude to satisfy the conservation laws at w' 
« m. It is easily seen that when I ea 1/m « 1, such 
a possibility is realized in the region of cyclotron 
resonance, when at least one of the denominators in 
the expression for A becomes sufficiently small. The 
second mechanism, as will become clear later on, is 
also essentially connected with multiquantum processes, 
but with processes of a different kind--virtual processes 
of absorption and emission of external-field quanta, as 
a result of which the entire energy spectrum of the 
electron-photon system is considerably realigned. 

The situation with pair production by a photon of 
low energy, without allowance for real multiquantum 
absorption processes, can be understood in terms of 
the quasienergy dispersion curves. According to the 
definitions of quasienergy[4 l and quasimomentum, an 
electron in a state with a wave function (3), when the 
vector potential of the external field is chosen in the 
form {9), has a quasienergy 

e'a' (kp)' 
p -p-
o- o 4np ~· -(kp)' 

{19) 

and a z-component of the quasimomentum 
e'a' (kp)' 

Pz.=p~.- ., ; 
4np '3' -(kp)" 

(20) 

here 

Po =l'P.'-+ m' +lH2n + 1- a). 
In terms of the new notation, the conservation laws 

(14) and (15) take the following sample form: 

P..'+·P,-ro'- sro=O, 

P/ + Pz-kz' -sro=O, 

(14a) 

(15a) 

which is analogous to the usual energy and momentum 
conservation laws in processes in which k' = ( w', k~), 
sk = (sw, sw) and P' = (P~, P~); P = (P0 , Pz) are 
quantum numbers pertaining to the initial and final 
states of the system, respectively. It is important here 
that the dispersion law (the dependence of P 0 on Pz) 
on the particles in the final state differ quite consider
ably from the dispersion law of a particle in a homo
geneous magnetic field. In fact, eliminating pz from 
(19) and (20), we obtain the following dispersion equa
tion[3l 

e'a' (kP)' 
P0'-P,'-m'- A(2n+ 1-cr)··t------=0. 

I' ~ w -(kf')' 
(21) 

At fixed values of the quantum numbers n and a, this 
equation determines four quasienergy branches--two 
electronic {branches A and A1 in Fig. 1) and two posi
tronic {branches Band B1). Branches with different 
values of n and a are grouped into bands of allowed 
values of quasienergy, and for these bands we retain 
the earlier notation {bands A, A1, etc.). Bands A1 and 
B1 lie inside the forbidden band that separates the 
electronic and positronic states in the absence of a 
wave field. It is the appearance of new quasienergy 
bands which causes the already mentioned second 

mechanism of pair production by a low-energy photon, 
namely, the produced electron and positron are in 
states belonging to just these bands. 

We note that the separation of the quasienergy 
spectrum into four bands is Lorentz-invariant. The 
electronic bands A and A1 correspond to positive 
values of nP, and the positronic B and B1 to negative 
values; the new bands A1 and B1 correspond to (kP)2 

< {3 2, and therefore in the figure these bands lie be
tween the two straight lines parallel to the bisector of 
the first coordinate angle and intersecting on the ordi
nate axis the segment (- I e I H/ w) (see Fig. 1 ). 

The physical meaning of the quantities P 0 and Pz 
is explained by the relation 

w dP o (. <•> s d d s~ d 'Y+ 'Y 
Vno = dP Vna X Z Y pno pntt 

z (L:l'z) -x. 

~ 

= S dxdz S dy 'Y;,.v, 'Y pno). 
(T .. :A/•z) -oo , 

where Vz is the operator of the z-component of the 
electron velocity and the bar denotes averaging over 
the time. The tangent to the dispersion curve thus de
termines the electron flux density along the z axis. 

We emphasize that formulas {19) and (20), as well 
as Eq. {21), are valid in any vicinity of the cyclotron
resonance point, with the exception of the point kp 
=I e IH itself. This point, however, makes no contribu
tion to the pair-production probability since, first, at 
kp = I e I H (or kp' = I e I H) the conservation laws {14) 
and (15) are not satisfied simultaneously, and second, 
the coefficients that determine the probability Bs n'n 
- 0 as kp - I e I H. ' 

Taking into account the complete analogy between 
the usual energy and momentum conservation laws and 
the quasienergy and quasimomentum conservation laws 
(14a) and {15), we can readily understand that it is 
possible to operate with the quasienergy and quasi
momentum just as well as with the energy and momen
tum. Let us show, for example, how it is possible to 
calculate with the aid of the quasienergy dispersion 
curves the photon energy wm in necessary to produce 
a pair by the second mechanism. 

It is obvious that to calculate wm in it is necessary 
to consider those regions of the quasimomentum Pz, 
in which the branches A1 and B 1 come closest together, 
i.e., the regions I Pz I » m. Let us consider for con
creteness the region of positive quasimomenta. It is 
easy to establish that the branches of band A1 approach 
asymptotically the bisector of the first quadrant, and 
the branches of band B1 approach the straight line P0 

= Pz- I e IH/w. Let the produced electron and positron 
correspond to points a 1 and a 2 on Fig. 1. From the 
conservation laws (14a) and (15a) it follows that if a 
pair is produced by a photon, then AP0 ~ APz, where 
AP0 (APz) is the difference of the quasienergies (the 
z-components of the quasimomenta) of the electron 
and positron, equal to the energy (z-component of the 
momentum) of the pair-producing photon. The mini
mum energy of the photon is obtained at A Po = A Pz. 
Recognizing that the length of the segment a 1 u 2 is 
I e I H/ ffw, we obtain from the shaded triangle 

2 ., 1 ( leiH)' 2(~Po) =(a,a,)-=- -- . 
2 0) 
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Hence 
1 (I)IJ 

Wmtn=--m. 
2 w 

This formula, like the schematic diagram (Fig. 1), is 
valid only when 1 ea 1/m ~ 1. When I ea 1/m » 1, the 
sections of the branches A1 and B1 having the largest 
curvature approach the origin and as a result Wmin 
decreases with increasing I ea 1/ m, with wm in - 0 as 
1 eal/m - oo. 

The realignment of the energy spectrum of the elec
tron in the external field is a consequence of definite 
features of the dynamics of the interaction between the 
particle and the external field. The character of these 
features becomes clear from a perturbation-theory 
calculation of the shift of the electron energy in the 
field of the electromagnetic wave (9 ). 

The correction of second order in eAy to the 
Green's function of the electron in a homogeneous 
magnetic field can be calculated in the usual manner 
(see, for example,[6 l). The Feynman diagrams corre
sponding to this correction (Fig. 2) describe the ex
change of a quantum between the electron and the 
wave-such a process will be called virtual absorption 
and emission. As a result of the exchange process, the 
electron does not return to the initial state, but goes 
over into a state with changed energy. Omitting the 
details of the calculations, we present the final expres
sion for the correction ll~p to the electron energy 

(ea)' (kp)' (22) 
~e" = ~ff-(kp)' (Po= fp,' + m' + ~(2n + 1- cr)). 

It can be shown that summation of all the terms of the 
perturbation-theory series for the Green's function 
corresponding to the diagrams of the self-energy of 
the electron reduces to a replacement of the expres
sion 

x == [po'- p,'- m'- ~(2n + 1- cr) + ie]-' (e > 0), 

which determines the Fourier transform of the Green's 
function in a homogeneous magnetic field, by an infinite 
series of the form 

[ (ea)' (kp)' ( (ea)' (kp)' )' _ ] 
X 1-x 2 ~'-(kp)'+ X 2 ~'-(kp)' .... 

If the denominator of this geometric progression is 
smaller than unity, then the sum of the series can be 
represented in the form of the fraction 

[ (ea)' (kp)' ]-• 
p,'-p,'-m'-~(2n+1-a)+ 2 ~'-(kp)'+ie , 

the denominator of which gives the dispersion equation 

>-<>----< 
FIG. 2. The external straight lines and the internal lines represent 

respectively the wave and Green's functions of the electron in a homo
geneous magnetic field; the external wavy lines represent the scattering 
of the electron by the potential A, which describes the field of the elec
tromagnetic wave (a downward arrow on a wavy line means absorption 
of a quantum of the field A, and an upward arrow the emission of a 
quantum of this field). 

(21) that is obtained from an exact solution of the Dirac 
equation. 

The foregoing analysis reveals the cause of the 
radical realignment of the energy spectrum of this 
system, which was discussed above. This cause lies 
in a characteristic feature of the dynamics of the 
system-the existence of virtual processes, in which 
the electron borrows from the field of the electromag
netic wave a definite number of quanta, which it simul
taneously returns to the wave field. The nature of the 
splitting of the energy bands in this problem is the 
same as the nature of the Lamb shift of the levels in 
the hydrogen atom, the only difference being that here 
the virtual processes are connected not with the spon
taneous emission but with the external electromagnetic 
field. 

Such an appreciable realignment of the energy spec
trum of the system, caused by virtual multiquantum 
processes, leads to an appreciable redistribution of 
the charges in the vacuum. The results obtained above 
concerning pair production by a low-energy photon 
demonstrate that in the presence of an external field 
not all the levels with negative quasienergy are filled 
completely, and not all levels with positive quasienergy 
are free. Namely, all the states corresponding to the 
positron bands B and B 1 are completely filled, and the 
remaining states are free. This statement can be 
proved also formally, for example with the aid of the 
electron Green's function, by assuming the Dirac 
hypothesis that all the particle states with negative 
energy are filled in the absence of the electromagnetic 
wave field and by turning on the interaction with the 
wave adiabatically. 

As follows from our reasoning, in spite of the deep 
analogy between the concepts of energy and quasienergy, 
there is also a strong difference between them, mani
fest, in particular, in the fact that the ground state of 
the quasistationary system need not be a state with a 
minimum quasienergy, as is the case in the present 
problem. 

In concluding this section we emphasize that the 
energy necessary for the production of a pair with the 
aid of a second mechanism is drawn from the external 
field. The energy of the external field goes to redistri
bution of the vacuum charges, accompanied by realign
ment of the energy spectrum, and it is borrowed from 
the field not in the form of an integer number of quanta, 
but continuously-in proportion to the intensity of the 
field (see formula (22)). Attention should be called to 
the fact that 6-~p can have either sign, but the effect of 
pair production occurs at positive values of 6. (see 
(14) and (15), or, what is the same, at positive values 
of 6-~p· 

4. CALCULATION OF PAIR-PRODUCTION 
PROBABILITY 

We confine ourselves to the case when the wave 
vector k' of the photon producing the electron-positron 
pair is directed opposite to the external electromag
netic wave, i.e., k' = (0, 0, -w'), Iik' = 2w', and the 
photon polarization vector is e = ( 0, 1, 0 ). 

According to (13), calculation of the pair-production 
probability reduces to a calculation of the coefficients 
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B~O'~>n, which are determined by the Fourier expan

sio'n (11). We denote by Bs n'n the functions obtained 
' ' . from B~~;,~ by means of the ,substitution La'alYn'nJ 

....... Yn'n· The coefficients B~a :,~ can be expressed in 
' terms of Bs n'n with the aid of formulas given in 

Appendix I. ' 
The functions Bs n'n are determined by the formula 

' 
B •.• ,.= (-1)"'-" ~ J dcp u •.• I ... (p )exp i(srp + c,sin2cp), {23) 

2-y'Jt __ , 

where (Lha>(p) is a Laguerre polynomial) 

u •. ,. = [sign(ao sin rp)) ··-• exp {i(n'- n)arctg ( :: ctg cp)}, 

I •.• (p)= V n!'' p<•'-"ll'e-•1'£~:"-•>(p), /,.,(p)=(-1)•'-•J ••. (p); 
n. 

p == p(rp) = 2(a02 sin' rp + b,' cos' rp), 

a,= ~y[ ~·- w'11 (iik'- 11)], b, = ~'wy (iik'- 211), 

ea -
Co =4y-y'fi[P' + w'11(iik'- 11)), 

eawiik' 

y = W -(w11)'][~'- w'(iik'- 11)')2l'~ (24 ) 

We write out the conservation law contained in (13), 
and apply it to the present case: 

m' + r (2n + 1- cr) m' + p (2n' + 1- cr') 
/<'(11)== +---'--'--·---

ea 
s- ---=-ao = 0. 

2W11 2w(nk'- 11) 2l'~ 
(25) 

It can be shown that at small values of the quantum 
numbers n and n' the coefficients Bs n'n are expo
nentially small (we recall that satisfachon of the con
dition (16) is assumed). It is therefore necessary to 
use the asymptotic form of the Laguerre polynomials 
at large values of the indices (and of the argument). 
We note also that in accordance with the known asymp
totic form of the Laguerre polynomial Lhll1(xi7l in 
the region of 11 » 1, x > 11 ( 11 ·= 4n + 2a + 2) where 
th~lynomials are monotonic, the function 

e- 2Lhll1(x) is exponentially small. Those regions of 
values of cp in the integral {23) which correspond to 
the transition point (x ~ 11) or the oscillation region 
( 1 « x < 11) likewise make no noticeable contribution 
to the integral, for in this case the stationary points of 
the argument of the exponential in the integrand of {23) 
are complex. For this reason, it is of interest to con
sider only those values of the parameters that deter
mine expression (23) for which the argument p of the 
function In'n can be small. Such a possibility is 
realized when b0 /a0 « 1 and sin2 cp « 1. The second 
possibility (a0 /b0 « 1 and cos 2 cp « 1) will not be 
considered, since it leads to an exponentially small 
contribution to the integral. 

In the calculation of the coefficients Bs n'n it is 
convenient to use the Tricomi relation[7 l ' 

(n+a)l ( Vf) )-•I'L~ ( p) m/2 - {26) e-•12 L,~•) (p) = · - A,, - /,+.,(fVfl ), 
n! 4 v 

m=ll 

where Am are constants (A0 = 1, A1 = O,.:.) and 
11 = 4n + 2a + 2. It is easy to verify that when the in
equalities ap/ 11 « 1 and p 3/11 « 1 are satisfied, we 

can confine ourselves to the first term of the series in 
(26). Using the Tricomi relation, we obtain the formula 
(Jn'-n(x) is a Bessel function) 

/, .• (p) ~ J,._.(Y\1)), (27) 

which is valid if 
(n'-n)p 1 _:____ _ __:_:_ ~ ' 

(n' -n)" 
-'----:-.. ~~ 1, ,.-

n'-n 
---~ 1. (28) 

v v 

Now the function Bs n'n can be represented in the form 
(we put a 0 > 0) ' 

- 1 s· -B ...... ~ ( -1) ,,_,--;= drp l.,_,(yvp) [e"•<•> +( -1) "'-·" e-"•<•>], 
2-y:t 0 

h(cp) = sq; +c., sin 2rp +:(n'- n)arclg (~ctg rp) . (29) 
a .. 

We calculate the integral (29) by the stationary-phase 
method, assuming c0 >> 1 and n' - n >> 1. The func
tion h( cp) has two stationary points, only one of which 
leads to values p(cp) satisfying the conditions (28). 
This point (cp 0 ) is determined by formula (A.2) of the 
Appendix; it is real when 

( 1 >[·+'' a.,'-t-b,'l-'(t+) bo (30) n -n s _c, .. ., e ;;;;.- (b,>O). 
a.~-- b,J- au 

A simple derivation shows that n' - n ~ .J llp 0 

(Po= p(cp 0)). Taking this inequality into account, we 
can readily establish with the aid of the asymptotic 
form of the Bessel function Jn' -n ( f 11p 0 ) for n' - n 
~ b'Po » 1 that the largest value of the integral of 
(29) is obtained with the equals sign in (30), i.e., cp 0 

= 0. Using now formula (A.4) of the Appendix, in the 
derivation of which it was assumed that cp 0 = 0, we get 

lB ....... I~ l'~/,) Jn'--:- ~l/ •. _,(2bo y-;;• + n) I· 
2-y'n :1' · Is+ 2c,l (31) 

The coefficients B's n'n assume the largest value at 
n' -n ~ 2b0 .J n' + n. We shall henceforth use the notation 

2b,"fn' +n --·--- = 1- Uu 
n'-n 

(O<a,~ t), 
b, 

ll=- (ll ~ 1). (32) 
a, 

According to the results of the Appendix (see (A.5)) 
expression (31) is valid subject to satisfaction of the 
conditions 

(n'- n)''• ~ 1, if 1/ 3 (n'- n) (2a,)'1•~ 1; 

(2a0)'1•(n'- n)'h~ L if 1/ 3 (n'- n) (2a,)'1'~ 1, 

which follow from the inequalities (A.6) and 

a, in' + n I Is + 2c, I ,:::;: L 

(33) 

which is satisfied for all the cases considered below. 
The root of Eq. (25) satisfying the condition ll « 1, 

is determined by the approximate equality TJo ~ Iik.'/2 
~ w'. It therefore follows from (25) that 

, ea m2 

n +n~ys-t -=Yao(11,)--; 
2"fli B 

(25a) 

y=W11o (ao(11o)==a,l,,~,,). 
B 

With the aid of the formulas of Appendix I we get 

B.~~~~~ -B.<:::~ -l) ~ 4iT)o f2n~ Ba,n'n' 

B,~:.'~ ' 1 = B.~~.;:•> ~ -4i11omB,,,.... (34 ) 

In the cases considered by us I Bs<-~;n> I « I B1 111 , I, , s,n n 
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and therefore we shall neglect the quantities 
B<-1,1) and B<1,-u 

s,n'n s,n'n· 
Taking formulas (31) and (34) into account, we ob

tain finally the following expression for the pair pro
duction probability in the case of an s-quantum process: 

(•, E <•> ) (n'- n)''• , --W • .,== W •.•• ,na:::=:C,j,(y w J.,-.(2bot'n'+n), 
n 

(35) 

where 

c, = _5!:___1 l'' (_!_) 
n' 3''• 3 ' 

n' 1 [ a,' 3 + v' ] -· I (v) - ---,-----,-,. 1 + v--
• - (s+2c,) 2 y ls+2col 2 

In the derivation of (35) we took into account the rela
tion (see (30 ); we neglect the quantity 
€ ~ (n'- n)O/(s + 2c0 ) «1) 

, b, ( a,'+ b;) b0 
n -n=- s+2c, 2 2 :::::-(s+2c,). 

ao ao -bo ao 
(36) 

The quantity W 1(w'), where 

n,n•==O •=-oo 

is the lifetime of the photon in an external field with 
respect to pair production[a] and K(w') = W(w')/c is 
the photon absorption coefficient (here c is the speed 
of light). The number of electron-positron pairs pro
duced per second at a distancE1 x by a photon beam 
with cross section S is given by the formula 

c·> , , wft<:J 
N ••• = Sx J dw p(w )-c-, (37) 

n,rl'=!l s=-t 

where p(w)Aw is the number of photons having an 
energy in the interval ( w, w + Aw) and passing each 
second through a cross section of 1 cm 2 • This formula 
is valid when I xK( w') I « 1. 

We shall consider expression (35) in two limiting 
cases corresponding to two different mechanisms of 
pair production by a low-energy photon (see Section 3). 

We first study the pair-production mechanisms 
connected with virtual many-quantum processes, lead
ing to the occurrence of new quasienergy bands. Using 
(25a) and (36), we obtain the following expression for 
the ratio of the argument of the Bessel function in (35) 
to its order at s = 0: 

2b, in'+ n j _ 1- v• 1 ( 2y'~' )''• -2--- ----1 
n'- n •=• . 1 + v' ~ 1 - v' ' 

leal 
~=~- (38) 

The probability (35) reaches a maximum value in the 
case when this ratio is equal approximately to unity. 
In this case 

2b~~~~•=•-+-1 as ~-+- oo, <r' = +· 
Confining ourselves to the given value of y 2 we get 
from (38) at ' » 1 

1 y3 
2oto = t' . /, (r) I•=>: •'=''• ::::::88 · 

(39) 

It follows from the formulas written out above that 
the pair-production probability becomes noticeable 
only in a sufficiently strong electromagnetic field, 

when I; » 1. Figure 3 shows a plot of Wriri' against ' 
for w = 3 x 1015 sec-\ H = 105 Oe, and 0 = 0.5 
x 10-7 (y 2 = }'3 ). At the chosen values of w and H, the 
frequency of the pair-producing photon is 0.34 
x 10-s m. The dependence of the probability on ' 
reaches a maximum at I; R: 20. At lower values of /;, 
the probability decreases very sharply; thus, at I; = 5 
(this corresponds to an intensity of the electric field 
of the external electromagnetic wave IE I = 0.5 
x 1012 V/cm) 

w.<:~ ~ 8-to-• sec-•. 

The condition 0 « 1 denotes a high degree of reso
nance between the photon frequency w' and the fre
quency w* = ywHm/w. In fact, the equality b 0 /ao = 0 
can be written in the form ( y 2 = }'3 

w'-w' ll 
1\w' ""'--- ~ -=· (40) 

w' l'3 

With increasing 0 (i.e., with deviation from resonance), 
the pair-production probability decreases very slowly; 
for example, at 0 = 2 x 10-7 and at the remaining 
parameters given above, the maximum of the probabil
ity is 9 x 10-6 sec-1 (' R: 102). 

As I; - oo (at fixed 0) the probability decreases like 
Wriri' ~ ~;-11/s. With decreasing intensity of the homo
geneous magnetic field ( 0 and ' are fixed), Wriri' 
decreases exponentially: 

W (O) Sf { 4 ni2 1 } • ., - p •exp - ji3 ~~~-z- . 
This formula describes the dependence of the proba
bility on {3 at f; > {30 , where {30 is determined by the 
equality ( 2a0 ) 12 ( n' - n)113 Rj 1 (see the second in
equality of (33)). 

We consider now a pair-production mechanism 
consisting of real absorption from the external field of 
a sufficient number of photons for the process to pro
ceed. We put 

a,= {s(1 +e.), v= 1-e,, (41) 

where I € 11 << 1 and 0 < £ 2 s 1. The ratio of the argu
ment of the Bessel function to its order can be close 
to unity only at this choice of a 0 and y. Assuming the 
inequality 

IAI<1, A=~(t-l's~~} (42) 
s~ m 

to be satisfied and retaining the terms of principal 
order of magnitude, we get 

w,!;i,to·~..,c- 1 

5 

J 

q 5 

FIG. 3 
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2ao :=:::e A + e, + E1 2, /,(y) """IJ,_ {43) 

According to expressions {35) and {43), the depend
ence of Wh~' on ' (at fixed values of y and o) has 
the form of a sharp peak, the height and half-width of 
which we calculate assuming the following inequalities 
to be satisfied: 

n'-n 
J(e 1) == - 3-(2a,)'1• » 1, ~ l's11 « 1. 

m 

The function f{ EO 1 ) reaches a minimum value f0 at 
E0 1 = E0\0 > ~ -7"3(A + E0 2), and then the value of the proba-
bility at the maximum is 

<•J C1 1 1 
max W.,. = 32n w (26)'1•s'l, (A+ e,) '!, exp {- 2/o}, 

J, :=:::e '/,1\s(i + e1<'>) [A+ e, + (e 1<'l)']'\ (44) 

and the half-width of the maximum is (' = ?; 0 corre
sponds to the probability maximum) 

~~ :::::e ~o I (26s) •;, (A + e,) '1•. 

We note that the quantity (44) has a nonzero limit 
·as ?; - 0, but at the same time D.{; - 0, and also 

ro'-ro• m 
~w' == :=:::e ll~--=-+0 

w· l'sll 

(45) 

(46) 

By virtue of the last limiting relation, the number of 
electron-positron pairs produced by a photon flux 
described by any smooth distribution function with 
respect to the frequencies p( w'), vanishes when {;- 0 
(see (37)). 

We present a numerical estimate of the probability 
of the process at the following values of the frequency, 
intensity of the electric component of the electromag
netic wave, and intensity of the homogeneous magnetic 
field: w = 3 x 1015 sec-\ IE I = 10 8 V/cm, and H = 4 
x 105 Oe. Assuming s = 0.5 x 1011 and o = 10-6 , we ob
tain with the aid of formulas {44)-{46) 

max w;:,>. :::::e 2 -10-' sec-~, ~1;,/~ :::::e t:i -10-', {47) 
1o>' = o.s-10-", w' = 2.35· to-' m. 

With increasing parameter !; ( y and o are fixed), the 
probability of pair production decreases sharply 
(exponentially), starting with t; ~ m/ ~. With de
creasing {3, the probability decreases like 

s ~ 1/~, c = const > 0. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It was assumed in this paper that the external field 
(homogeneous magnetic field and classical electromag
netic wave) acts for an infinitely long time and occu
pies all of space. In a real experiment, however, the 
external field has finite dimensions t..r and a finite 
duration aT. The influence of these factors on the 
probability of the process can be assessed, strictly 
speaking, only on the basis of the results of a solution 
of the corresponding problem, in the formulation of 
which the finite character of t..r and D. T is taken into 
account from the very outset. Such a problem has not 
yet been solved, and we can only advance here certain 
considerations as to the conditions under which the 
influence of these factors can be disregarded. It is 
obvious that the results of our paper do not change 
strongly if r « R, where (in the usual units) 

r = cp1 /eH is the radius of the electron orbit in the 
homogeneous magnetic field, Pl is the projection of 
the electron momentum on the xy plane, and R is the 
radius of the light beam. In the particular cases con
sidered by us we have p1 ~ ( 2nfiwHm)112, and therefore 
r ~ ( 2nfi/mwH)112• At the parameter values indicated 
above (see {47)) we have r ~ 0.1 em. The condition 
r « R can be satisfied at the present time only for 
electromagnetic fields with intensity E much smaller 
than taken in {47). For such fields the value of 
maxWh~' remains approximately the same as before, 
but t..w' will be much smaller than in {47), and accord
ingly the number of pairs produced by the photon de
creases. 

Besides the effect considered in the present paper, 
that of pair production by a low-energy photon in the 
absence of real multiquantum transitions, the appear
ance of new quasienergy bands in the particle spectrum 
leads to a number of other effects. For example, emis
sion of a photon by an electron in an external field pro
ceeds via four channels (at fixed quantum numbers of 
the electron in the initial and final states and at fixed 
number of external-field quanta participating in the 
process), and the frequency of the emitted photon de
pends very strongly on the electric field intensity[ 5 l. 
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APPENDIX I 

The formulas for La'alYn'n(p'p)] at eo= ez = 0 
are of the form 

L" [Y,., (p' p)] = 2( e, - ie,,) itp' [ (g_,, ---- i ( N _,, - eA,)) Y,., -~ yf1-:
-:21lY, . . -d - 2(e. + ie,,) np[ (g,; + i(N,;- eA,)) Y,., --- YB -2n'Y,._I_ ,], 

L1, -I [Y,.,(p'p)] = 2(e, + ie,)np'[(g_,, + i(N.,- eA,,)) Y,., 

--- ii\Y,. ,+1] - 2(1·,- ie,,)np ( (g,. -~ i(Nv- eA,,)) Y,, -~ y(3Y,.+ 1, ,], 

L1. _, [Y,.,(p'p)] = 2m(e,- ie,) (np + iip') Y,;,, 
L,1 [Y,.,(p'p)] = -2m(e, + ie,,) (np + iip') Y,.,. 

APPENDIX II 

CALCULATION OF THE INTEGRAL BY THE 
STATIONARY-PHASE METHOD 

We consider the integral 

I--~ \'dpei·]•<>>J. ('rv,;) • n -r1 r ~ . 
" 

c,n(rp) == h(rp) = s<p + c, sin 2<jJ + (n'- n)arctg( :: ctg1p) 

c,~i; a,,b,>O. (A.1) 

The stationary point cp = cp 0 of the function h(cp ), satis
fying the first two conditions of (28 ), is given by the ex
pression 

2a,b, [ ( a,'+ b,' ) -I b,] 
cos2rp,=1- , , (n'-n) s+2c,-,--b-,- (1+e)--, 

~-~ ~-. ~ 

4c,(a,'- b,') (n'- n)a,b, 
e:=:::e [2c,(a,'+b,')+s(a,'-b,')]' · (A.2) 
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We shall assume that the expression in the square 
brackets in (A.2) vanishes, i.e., <p 0 = 0. 

We calculate the integral I from the formula 
(see[ 91 , p. 69) · 

I~~~ ~k(•>r ( 1 + n ) exp [ in(n + 1) ] c -('+•Ji'e••,. 
3 i...l n! 0 3 6 ° ' (A.3) ·=· 

Here I'(x) is the Euler gamma function, h0 = h(<p 0), 

k(u)=J.,_.(l'vp) (:) -•, 

(n) d" 
k0 =~k(u) 

du• 

u' = Ji(qJ)- Ji,, 

'·=·. 
In (A.3) we took into account the fact that d2tt/ckp 
dlb./d<p2 i<p=<fJo = 0. In this formula we retain only the 
first two nonvanishing terms. The final result is as 
follows h~m = dnh(<p )/d<pn l<p=<fJo• Po= P(<f'o)): 

I~ ~ i"'-• { r ( ~) e'•i'J.,_,(yvpo) (h~" )"' + (A.4) 

3 [ , - 7/-:;- a.'- bo' 1 --
+-2i 4J.,_.(l'vpo) y- h"' +~J.,_.(yvp,) 

Po o J 

k(') d 
X (h,:")']} , J,'(x) 5S a;l.(x). 

The condition under which we can confine ourselves in 

(A.4) to the first term in the curly brackets is the 
inequality 

1
6
5 

1 -.--(n'-n)'i•ao J:,_.(yvp,),.-<:< 1, (A.5) ---+ 2l'n' + n-'----'-------:,:::=..:... ....., 
(n'- n)'" 8 + 2c0 J.,_,(yvp0 ) 

derived under the assumption that 

ao(8 + 2co) ( 8 + 2co )' 
-:----:--~ ~ --- ~ 1 
(n'-n)bo n'-n · 
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